April 9, 2009

**TOPIC:** “Hot Fix” to EFM on Friday April 10, 2009 to add Green Jobs information in EFM

**Employ Florida Marketplace (EFM) Tip**

The purpose of this Employ Florida Marketplace (EFM) TIP is to notify the regions that there will be a “Hot Fix” to EFM on Friday April 10, 2009 to add Green Jobs information in EFM. The attached document has been provided by Geographic Solutions to specify the changes being made in EFM to accommodate the new Green Jobs information in EFM. Please share this information with the appropriate staff within your region.

**Attachment -** [DEPLOYMENT OF GREEN JOBS TO EFM](#)

Thank you.

**AWI Information**

An equal opportunity employer/program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities. All voice telephone numbers on this document may be reached by persons using TTY/TDD equipment via the Florida Relay Service at 711.